
The new DVD recordable standard

DVD+R

DVD+RDVD+R

• High-quality, high-performance DVD+Recordable disc

• For high-quality MPEG 2 Video recording and high capacity 
data storage

• Backwards compatible with existing DVD-ROM and DVD-Video
players

• One disc format for both video and data use

• 4.7 GB of data or 120 minutes MPEG2 quality video 
(Extended play 240 minutes)

• Ideal media for archiving your data files or favourite movies

• Available in jewelcase and DVD video box
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4.7 GB of data or 120 minutes MPEG2
video (Extended play 240 minutes)
The DVD+R disc gives you the possibility by selecting
the required video quality (see table below) to record
up to 8 hours high-quality video on a single-sided,
single-layered disc. And the 4.7GB capacity contains
as much data as seven standard CDs.

Ideal archiving media for your favourite films
and data files
Do you have a precious film of your marriage and a
big pile of holiday films on vulnerable tape that you
would like to save forever? DVD+R media offers you
the best solution, with its large storage capacity, and
high picture- and sound quality.Thanks to the latest
technology used in the disc, your memories will be
safe for the next 100 years. DVD+R media is also
excellent for making large and reliable 
back-ups of your valuable computer data.

Available in jewelcase and 
DVD video box
Both types are available in the conventional jewel
cases favoured by computer users, and in DVD
‘video boxes’, which are identical to the boxes used
for pre-recorded DVD video discs. This means users
can store their own recordings in the same racks,
and create their own cover inserts.

High-quality, high-performance
DVD+Recordable disc
DVD+R is a high-performance video and data
recording media that plays on both existing and
future DVD video and DVD-ROM players.
The DVD+R standard is supported by many large
and influential CE and computer companies. It is
the only format that provides 2-way compatibility

High-quality MPEG2 video recording 
and high capacity data storage 
Video recordings in the latest MPEG2 format 
ensure that you get the best quality images.
The capacity of 4.7GB contains as much data 
as 7 standard CDs.

Backwards compatible 
The DVD+R is the only DVD Recordable standard
that is fully compatible with existing DVD-ROM
and DVD-Video players. Just record a movie and
watch it back on any DVD video or DVD-ROM
player you like.

One disc for both video and data use
You get the added convenience of just requiring 
one disc type for either video or data recording.
No more searching for the correct disc, just buy 
a Philips DVD+R disc and it will work in your
application.

DVD+R
Type number/CTV
12NC
UPC
Inner carton (pcs)
Inner carton UPC
Outer carton (pcs)
Outer carton UPC

Jewel case Video Box
DVDR/008 DVDR/012
930700260008 930700260012
037849921173 037849921180
10 5
137849921170 137849921187
50 50
237849921177 237849921184

DVD+RDVD+R

Record mode table
Recording mode Recording time
HQ (High Quality) 60 min
SP (Standard Play) 120 min
LP (Long Play) 180 min
EP (Extended Play) 240 min
SLP (Super Long Play) 360 min*
SEP (Super Extended Play) 480 min*

* recorder dependent


